TOS Pilots
The Cage by Gene Roddenberry
(SD Unknown) The Enterprise follows a distress signal to the planet Talos IV , where Captain Pike is taken captive by a group of telepathic aliens. Pike, the Keeper, Vina.
[tos0x02] Where No Man Has Gone Before by Samuel A. Peeples
(SD 1312.4) After the Enterprise attempts to cross the Great Barrier at the edge of the galaxy
, crew members Gary Mitchell and Elizabeth Dehner develop godlike psychic powers which
threaten the safety of the crew.
[tos0x01]
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[tos1x01] Where No Man Has Gone Before by Samuel A. Peeples
AD 1966-09-22 (SD 1312.4) After the Enterprise attempts to cross the Great Barrier at the
edge of the galaxy , crew members Gary Mitchell and Elizabeth Dehner develop godlike
psychic powers which threaten the safety of the crew. Elizabeth Dehner, Gary Mitchell,
Kirk.
[tos1x02] The Corbomite Maneuver by Jerry Sohl
AD 1966-11-10 (SD 1512.2) The Enterprise is menaced by a gigantic alien ship whose
commander condemns the crew to death. The alien ship appears all-powerful and the alien
commander refuses all attempts at negotiation, forcing Kirk to employ an unorthodox strategy to save the ship. First Federation; Balok, Dave Bailey, Kirk.
[tos1x03] Mudd's Women by Gene Roddenberry
AD 1966-10-13 (SD 1329.8) Misadventure ensues after the Enterprise crew pursue and
capture interstellar con man Harry Mudd and his cargo of three beautiful mail-order brides.
Eve McHuron, Harry Mudd, Kirk.
[tos1x04] The Enemy Within by Richard Matheson
AD 1966-10-06 (SD 1672.1) While beaming up from planet Alpha 177, a transporter accident splits Captain Kirk into two beings: one good, who is weak and indecisive, and one
evil, who is overly aggressive and domineering. Evil Kirk, Janice, Kirk.
[tos1x05] The Man Trap by George Clayton Johnson
AD 1966-09-08 (SD 1513.1) The Enterprise visits planet M-113 for a routine medical inspection of the husband-wife archaeological team stationed there, but the crew finds that
the wife has been replaced by a deadly, shape-shifting creature. Salt Vampires of Planet
M-113; creature, Kirk, McCoy, Robert Crater.
[tos1x06] The Naked Time by John D. F. Black
AD 1966-09-29 (SD 1704.2) A strange, intoxicating infection, which lowers the crew's emotional inhibitions, spreads throughout the Enterprise, endangering the entire ship. Kevin
Riley, Kirk.
[tos1x07] Charlie X by Gene Roddenberry
AD 1966-09-15 (SD 1533.6) Traveling aboard the Enterprise, a dangerous young man
named Charlie Evans terrorizes the crew with his unusual mental powers. Thasian; Charlie
Evans, Janice, Kirk.
[tos1x08] Balance of Terror by Paul Schneider
AD 1966-12-15 (SD 1709.2) Investigating a series of destroyed outposts along the Neutral
Zone, the Enterprise discovers a lone Romulan vessel with a cloaking device. The Romulans,
having never been seen by humans, are revealed to visually resemble Vulcans, casting doubt
on Mr. Spock's loyalty as the two ships become locked in a cat-and-mouse battle through
space. Romulan; Kirk, Unnamed Romulan Commander of TOS1x08.
[tos1x09] What Are Little Girls Made Of? by Robert Bloch
AD 1966-10-20 (SD 2712.4) In search of Nurse Chapel's fiancé, renowned exobiologist
Roger Korby, the Enterprise visits the ice planet Exo III, where Korby is found living deep
underground with a group of highly advanced androids. Androids of Exo III, Old Ones of
Exo III; Andrea, Christine, Kirk, Roger Korby, Ruk.
[tos1x10] Dagger of the Mind by S. Bar-David
AD 1966-11-03 (SD 2715.1) On a re-supply mission to a rehabilitation colony for the criminally insane, an escaped patient gives the Enterprise crew reason to suspect that the chief
doctor has been using a device which destroys the human mind. Kirk and a female crew
member beam down to the colony to resolve the mystery. Helen Noel, Kirk, Simon van
Gelder, Tristan Adams.
[tos1x11] Miri by Adrian Spies
AD 1966-10-27 (SD 2713.5) After discovering a duplicate of the planet Earth, Kirk and his
landing party beam down to find signs of a population ravaged by a strange disease, from
which only children appear to have survived. Olnies; Kirk, Miri.
[tos1x12] The Conscience of the King by Barry Trivers
AD 1966-12-08 (SD 2817.6) Visiting an old friend, Kirk suspects a Shakespearean actor
may actually be the murderous former governor of Tarsus IV where Kirk grew up. Kirk
invites the acting troupe aboard the Enterprise in order to investigate, but soon assassination
attempts are made on Kirk and another crewman who was an eyewitness to the murders.
Kirk, Kodos the Executioner, Lenore Karidian.
[tos1x13] The Galileo Seven by Oliver Crawford
AD 1967-01-05 (SD 2821.5) Spock and a scientific party are sent to study the Murasaki
312 quasar aboard the shuttle Galileo. During the survey, the Galileo is forced to make
an emergency landing on the planet Taurus II, where the crew fight the planet's primitive
ape-like inhabitants. As the crew begin to make repairs, Scotty determines that the shuttle
does not have enough fuel to reach orbit carrying all seven passengers, and Spock must
contemplate leaving some of his fellow crew behind. Taurean; High Commissioner Ferris,
Kirk, Spock.
[tos1x14] Court Martial by Don M. Mankiewicz
AD 1967-02-02 (SD 2947.3) Kirk is placed on trial for negligence after a crewman is killed
during a severe ion storm. Kirk maintains that his actions were proper and should not have
led to the officer's death, but the evidence seems strong against him. Benjamin Finney,
Kirk, Spock.
[tos1x15] The Menagerie, Part I by Gene Roddenberry
AD 1966-11-17 (SD 3012.4) Spock hijacks the Enterprise to take his crippled former captain, Christopher Pike, to the forbidden world of Talos IV. He then demands a court martial
where he uses the events of episode tos0x10:"The Cage" to tell the tale of Pike's captivity
on the planet years earlier. Talosian; Kirk, Pike, Spock.
[tos1x16] The Menagerie, Part II by Gene Roddenberry
AD 1966-11-24 (SD 3013.1) Spock continues detailing the events of episode tos0x01:"The
Cage" to the tribunal. After witnessing the Talosians' capabilities of mental illusion, Kirk
realizes that Spock intends to return Pike to the planet to live a life of illusion, unencumbered
by his crippled condition. Talosian; Kirk, Pike, Spock.
[tos1x17] Shore Leave by Theodore Sturgeon
AD 1966-12-29 (SD 3025.3) Kirk orders shore leave for the Enterprise crew on a seemingly
uninhabited planet. The landing parties begin to see strange sights, such as a White Rabbit
a la Alice in Wonderland, Don Juan, and a sword-wielding samurai. Spock discovers that

the planet seems to be drawing a large amount of energy from the ship's engines, placing the
Enterprise in danger. Caretaken Aliens; Kirk, McCoy, Sulu, Yeoman Tonia Barrows.
[tos1x18] The Squire of Gothos by Paul Schneider
AD 1967-01-12 (SD 2124.5) The Enterprise crew discovers a rogue planet drifting through
space, inhabited by an eccentric being named Trelane who uses his apparently unlimited
power over matter and form to manipulate the crew. Trelane's Species; Kirk, The Squire
of Gothos.
[tos1x19] Arena by Fredric Brown
AD 1967-01-19 (SD 3045.6) The Enterprise comes under attack by unknown aliens while
investigating the destruction of the Cestus III colony. While pursuing the aliens into unexplored space, both ships are captured by the powerful Metrons, who force Kirk and the
reptilian, alien captain to a fight to the death: the winner's vessel will be set free, while the
loser's ship will be destroyed. Gorn, Metron; Gorn Captain, Kirk.
[tos1x20] The Alternative Factor by Don Ingalls
AD 1967-03-30 (SD 3087.6) The Enterprise traces the source of a galaxy-wide disturbance
in space to an apparently dead planet, where the crew is greeted a raving lunatic who claims
there is still time to stop the murdering monster that destroyed his entire civilization. AntiLazarus's Species, Lazarus' Species; Kirk, Lazarus-A, Lazarus-B.
[tos1x21] Tomorrow is Yesterday by D. C. Fontana
AD 1967-01-26 (SD 3113.2) After accidentally traveling back in time to 1969, the Enterprise
rescues USAF Captain John Christopher from his crippled fighter jet. The crew struggles
to return to their own time, while simultaneously returning Christopher to the Air Force,
removing his knowledge of the future and all record of contact with the Enterprise Captain
John Christopher, Kirk.
[tos1x22] The Return of the Archons by Gene Roddenberry
AD 1967-02-09 (SD 3156.2) The Enterprise discovers a planetary population mindcontrolled into acting as a harmonious collective by the powerful philosopher, Landru.
While investigating, Kirk and his landing party are taken captive and discover that the Enterprise crew will be the next to be "absorbed" into Landru's control. Archons, Children
of Landru; Kirk, Landru, McCoy, Reger, Spock.
[tos1x23] A Taste of Armageddon by Robert Hammer
AD 1967-02-23 (SD 3192.1) On a diplomatic mission, the Enterprise visits a civilization
mired in a war with its planetary neighbor that is fought entirely by computer simulation.
Even so, citizens who are listed as virtual casualties willingly report to termination booths
to be killed for real. After the Enterprise is destroyed in an attack simulation, Kirk must fight
to keep his crew from death. Eminian, People of Vendikar; Anan 7, Kirk, Robert Fox,
Spock.
[tos1x24] Space Seed by Carey Wilber
AD 1967-02-16 (SD 3141.9) The Enterprise discovers an ancient sleeper-ship, which escaped from Earth's Eugenics Wars in the late 20th century. The genetically engineered passengers, led by war criminal Khan Noonien Singh, seize control of the Enterprise and attempt to destroy the ship. Colonists of Omicron Ceti III, Omicron Pod Plants; Khan
Noonien Singh, Kirk, Marla McGivers, McCoy, Spock.
[tos1x25] This Side of Paradise by Nathan Butler and D. C. Fontana
AD 1967-03-02 (SD 3417.3–3417.7) The Enterprise crew finds a Federation colony's population to be healthy and apparently thriving in spite of endemic exposure to fatal Berthold
rays. An old flame of Spock, leads the crewmen to some flowers that seem to impose a state of
pure bliss on anyone exposed to their spores, but at the cost of ambition and self-discipline.
Kirk, whose will power keeps him immune from the spores' effects, must fight as the crew
succumb to the spores one by one. Horta; Kirk, Leila Kalomi, Spock.
[tos1x26] The Devil in the Dark by Gene L. Coon
AD 1967-03-09 (SD 3196.1) Dispatched to the mining colony on Janus VI, the Enterprise
is tasked to investigate rumors of a subterranean creature responsible for destruction of
equipment and the deaths of fifty miners. Kirk and Spock discover a silicon-based life form,
which lives in the surrounding rock Horta, Kirk, Spock, Vandenberg.
[tos1x27] Errand of Mercy by Gene L. Coon
AD 1967-03-23 (SD 3198.4) After peace negotiations between the Federation and the Klingon Empire collapse, the Enterprise is ordered to protect Organia, a peaceful planet located
near the Klingon border. But upon beaming down to the planet, Kirk and Spock are baffled
that the inhabitants reject their offers of help. Klingon, Organian; Ayelborne, Kirk, Kor,
Spock.
[tos1x28] The City on the Edge of Forever by Harlan Ellison
AD 1967-04-06 (SD 3134.0) After accidentally overdosing on a powerful stimulant, McCoy becomes unbalanced and disappears through a newly discovered time portal on an
unexplored planet, where he somehow changes the course of history. Kirk and Spock follow
him back to the 1930s in order to restore the timeline. Guardian of Forever, Guardian of
Forever's Makers; Edith Keeler, Kirk, McCoy, Spock.
[tos1x29] Operation -- Annihilate! by Steven W. Carabatsos
AD 1967-04-13 (SD 3287.2) The Enterprise arrives at Deveva colony to find its inhabitants
are under attack by neural parasites that cause mass insanity. After Spock himself becomes
infected, McCoy and Kirk must race to find a cure in time to save Spock and the Denevan
colonists. The Neural Collective Parasites; Kirk, McCoy, Spock.
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Catspaw by Robert Bloch
AD 1967-10-27 (SD 3018.2) In search of missing crewmen on Pyris VII, Kirk and his landing party beam down to find a spooky castle with witches, shackled skeletons, and even a
black cat. While investigating they are taken prisoner by two powerful aliens, who threaten
the well-being of the Enterprise and her crew with their magical powers. Ornithoid Aliens;
Kirk, Korob, McCoy, Spock, Sylvia.
[tos2x02] Metamorphosis by Gene L. Coon
AD 1967-11-10 (SD 3219.4) After crash landing on a remote asteroid, a shuttle crew from
the Enterprise are astonished to find a castaway, who appears to be Zefram Cochrane –
the inventor of warp drive – and his mysterious alien companion. Companion's Species;
Commissioner Nancy Hedford, Kirk, McCoy, Spock, Zefram Cochrane.
[tos2x03] Friday's Child by D. C. Fontana
AD 1967-12-01 (SD 3497.2) On a mission to secure a mining agreement on Capella IV, the
Enterprise crew find that the Klingons have beat them to the punch, and become entangled
in a tribal power struggle. Capellan, Klingon; Eleen, Kirk, Kras, Maab, McCoy, Spock.
[tos2x04] Who Mourns for Adonais? by Gilbert Ralston
AD 1967-09-22 (SD 3468.1) While approaching Pollux IV, the Enterprise is grabbed by an
etherial green hand and the crew taken captive by an alien who claims to be the Greek god
Apollo. Greek Gods; Apollo, Carolyn Palamas, Kirk, Scotty.
[tos2x05] Amok Time by Theodore Sturgeon
AD 1967-09-15 (SD 3372.7) When Spock begins behaving aggressively, Kirk discovers his
first officer must return home to Vulcan to be married, or die. Kirk disobeys his orders to
[tos2x01]

save Spock, only to find the unbalanced Vulcan at his throat when the bride forces Spock
into a duel – and chooses the captain as her champion. Kirk, Spock.
[tos2x06] The Doomsday Machine by Norman Spinrad
AD 1967-10-20 (SD 4202.9) After losing his entire crew to an alien planet-eating machine,
Commodore Matthew Decker pulls rank on Kirk in order to play a game of cat and mouse
with the mechanical adversary. His efforts to destroy the menace place the Enterprise in
grave danger. Planet Eater; Kirk, Matt Decker, Spock.
[tos2x07] Wolf in the Fold by Robert Bloch
AD 1967-12-22 (SD 3614.9) Scotty is implicated in the serial killing of several women
while on shore leave on Argelius II. The chief city administrator is keen to pin the crimes on
Scotty, and the stakes are high, because the penalty for murder is death by slow torture. The
crew must identify the real killer in order to save their chief engineer. Argelian, Redjac's
Species; Jaris, Kirk, McCoy, Mr. Hengist, Scotty.
[tos2x08] The Changeling by John Meredyth Lucas
AD 1967-09-29 (SD 3541.9) The Enterprise crew deals with a visit from Nomad, a space
probe launched in the early 2000s that somehow became a sentient machine on a mission
to seek out and destroy lifeforms that do not meet its standard of perfection. Tau Ru; Kirk,
Nomad.
[tos2x09] The Apple by Max Ehrlich
AD 1967-10-13 (SD 3715.3) On a mission to investigate the source of strange sensor readings emanating from the planet Gamma Trianguli VI, the Enterprise crew stumbles upon
a veritable Garden of Eden, whose primitive inhabitants worship a environmental control
machine, called Vaal, as a god. Vaalians; Akuta, Kirk, McCoy, Spock.
[tos2x10] Mirror, Mirror by Jerome Bixby
AD 1967-10-06 (SD Unknown) A transporter mishap sends Kirk and the landing party to
a mirror universe, where the Enterprise serves a barbaric Empire instead of the Federation.
evil Kirk, Kirk, McCoy, Scotty, Spock, Spock with a gotee, Uhura.
[tos2x11] The Deadly Years by David P. Harmon
AD 1967-12-08 (SD 3478.2) Strange radiation exposes the command crew of the Enterprise
to the effects of rapid aging. McCoy must find a cure before they succumb to the effects of
old age. Romulan; Commodore Stocker, Janet Wallace, Kirk, McCoy, Spock.
[tos2x12] I, Mudd by Stephen Kandel
AD 1967-11-03 (SD 4513.3) The Enterprise crew have a second run in with the con man,
Harry Mudd, this time finding him as the ruler of a planet of androids. Mudd's Androids;
Harry Mudd, Kirk, McCoy, Norman, Spock.
[tos2x13] The Trouble with Tribbles by David Gerrold
AD 1967-12-29 (SD 4523.3) Tribbles - a bisexual species of adorable little fur-balls with
an astonishing ability to multiply - disrupt the exploitation of a disputed planet between the
Klingons and Federation. Klingon, Tribble; Kirk, Nilz Baris, Spock.
[tos2x14] Bread and Circuses by Gene Roddenberry and Gene L. Coon
AD 1968-03-15 (SD 4040.7) Kirk and his landing party are forced to fight in gladiatorial
games on a planet modeled after the Roman Empire. Roman Aliens; Claudius Marcus,
Kirk, McCoy, R. M. Merik, Spock.
[tos2x15] Journey to Babel by D. C. Fontana
AD 1967-11-17 (SD 3842.3) While transporting dignitaries to an important peace conference on a planetoid code-named Babel, the Enterprise is pursued by a mysterious vessel and
one of the alien diplomats is assassinated. Spock's estranged father Sarek is the prime suspect in the murder, but he is incapacitated after suffering a massive heart attack, and only
spoke can save him. Andorian, Coridan, Orion, Tellarite, Vulcan; Kirk, Sarek, Spock.
[tos2x16] A Private Little War by Jud Crucis
AD 1968-02-02 (SD 4211.4) Kirk must decide how to save a primitive race of hill-people
from the technological interference of the Klingons. Klingon, Neurals, Organian; Kirk,
McCoy, Nona, Tyree.
[tos2x17] The Gamesters of Triskelion by Margaret Armen
AD 1968-01-05 (SD 3211.7) Kirk, Chekhov and Uhura are abducted by a trio of disembodied brains and forced to fight in gladiatorial contests to satiate the aliens' gambling
addiction. Andorian, Galt's Species, Gamesters of Triskellion, Kloog's Species, Lars'
Species, Shana's Species, Tamoon's Species; Chekov, Galt, Kirk, Shahna, Uhura.
[tos2x18] Obsession by Art Wallace
AD 1967-12-15 (SD 3619.2) Kirk becomes obsessed with destroying a murderous entity that
killed many of the crew of his old ship. Dikironium Cloud Creature; Ensign Garrovick,
Kirk, McCoy, Spock.
[tos2x19] The Immunity Syndrome by Robert Sabaroff
AD 1968-01-19 (SD 4307.1) Approaching Starbase 6 for a much needed period of rest and
recreation, the Enterprise is ordered to divert to the Gamma 7A star system where the crew
discover that a giant space amoeba has consumed its thriving civilization, killing billions of
inhabitants. Kirk endeavors to destroy the organism before it can strike again. Giant Space
Amoeba; Kirk, McCoy, Spock.
[tos2x20] A Piece of the Action by David P. Harmon
AD 1968-01-12 (SD 4598.0) On a mission to investigate a possible case of cultural contamination on Sigma Iota II, the Enterprise crew beam down to find a planet with a violent
culture based on the American 1920s gangster era. Sigma Iotian; Bela Okmyx, Kirk, McCoy, Spock.
[tos2x21] By Any Other Name by Jerome Bixby
AD 1968-02-23 (SD 4657.5) Beings from the Andromeda Galaxy hijack the Enterprise,
technically modify it, transform all but the command crew into small cuboctahedral solids,
and attempt to return home. Kelvan; Kelinda, Kirk, McCoy, Rojan, Spock.
[tos2x22] Return to Tomorrow by John Kingsbridge
AD 1968-02-09 (SD 4768.3) Three disembodied survivors of a once powerful civilization
that was obliterated in some sort of ultimate cataclysm half a million years ago take control
of Kirk and Spock's under the pretext of desiring to build android bodies for themselves.
Sargon's Species; Henoch, Kirk, McCoy, Sargon, Spock, Thalassa.
[tos2x23] Patterns of Force by John Meredyth Lucas
AD 1968-02-16 (SD 2534.0) The Enterprise crew visit a planet dominated by a Nazi culture
and at war with its planetary neighbor. Ekosian, Zeon; Daras, Isak, Kirk, Spock.
[tos2x24] The Ultimate Computer by Laurence N. Wolfe
AD 1968-03-08 (SD 4729.4) Kirk and a skeleton crew test a new computer system that could
potentially replace them all at their jobs. Kirk, Richard Daystrom.
[tos2x25] The Omega Glory by Gene Roddenberry
AD 1968-03-01 (SD Unknown) After chancing on a derelict starship in orbit around Omega
IV, the Enterprise crew beams down to find the derelict's crew dead and its captain, Ron
Tracy, violating the prime directive by assisting the Kohms in a war against their enemy the
Yangs. Kohms of Omega IV, Yangs of Omega IV; Cloud William, Kirk, Ron Tracy.
[tos2x26] Assignment: Earth by Gene Roddenberry and Art Wallace
AD 1968-03-29 (SD Unknown) On a historical research mission to 1968, the Enterprise
crew encounters Gary Seven, a human from the future who appears to be attempting to alter
history. Gary Seven's Providers; Gary Seven, Kirk, Spock.
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[tos3x01] Spectre of the Gun by Lee Cronin
AD 1968-10-25 (SD 4385.3) For trespassing on an alien world, Kirk and his landing party
are forced to re-enact the famous shoot-out at the O.K. Corral with themselves cast as the
losing side. Melkot; Chekov, Kirk, McCoy, Morgan Earp, Scotty, Spock.
[tos3x02] Elaan of Troyius by John Meredyth Lucas
AD 1968-12-20 (SD 4372.5) The Enterprise crew transport a spoiled princess, who must
bring peace to a star system at war. Elasian, Troyian; Elaan of Troyius, Kirk.
[tos3x03] The Paradise Syndrome by Margaret Armen
AD 1968-10-04 (SD 4842.6) A mysterious alien device on a planet with a predominantly
American Indian culture erases Kirk's memory, and he begins a life with them as a member
of their tribe. Natives of Amerind, Preservers of Amerind; Kirk, McCoy, Miramanee,
Spock.
[tos3x04] The Enterprise Incident by D. C. Fontana
AD 1968-09-27 (SD 5027.3) Due to an apparent lapse of rationality brought on by the strain
of command, Kirk orders the Enterprise to cross the Neutral Zone, after which the ship is
immediately captured by Romulan forces. When Kirk is held in the Romulan flagship on
the charge of espionage, his true mission to steal a cloaking device is revealed. Romulan,
Vulcan; Kirk, Spock, Unnamed Romulan Commander of TOS3x04.
[tos3x05] And the Children Shall Lead by Edward J. Lakso
AD 1968-10-11 (SD 5029.5) The Enterprise crew rescue a group of children stranded on a
Federations outpost, who summarily take control of the ship at the insistence of their evil
imaginary friend. Gorgan, Triacus Mauraders; Gorgon, Kirk, Spock, Tommy Starnes.
[tos3x06] Spock's Brain by Lee Cronin
AD 1968-09-20 (SD 5431.4) The Enterprise crew pursues aliens who have stolen Spock's
brain. Eymorg; Eymorg leader, Krik, McCoy, Scotty, Spock.
[tos3x07] Is There in Truth No Beauty? by Jean Lisette Aroeste
AD 1968-10-18 (SD 5630.7) The Enterprise crew transport an alien ambassador who must
travel inside a special case because he is so ugly that one look at him is enough to drive a
man insane. Medusan, Vulcan; Kirk, Kollos, Larry Marvick, Miranda Jones, Spock.
[tos3x08] The Empath by Joyce Muskat
AD 1968-12-06 (SD 5121.5) While visiting a doomed planet, Kirk and his landing party
is subject to torturous experiments to test an empathic race. Empathic Minarans, Vian;
Gem, Kirk, Lal, McCoy, Spock, Thann.
[tos3x09] The Tholian Web by Judy Burns and Chet Richards
AD 1968-11-15 (SD 5693.2) On a mission to rescue the USS Defiant, Kirk is caught in
interspace while the Enterprise is trapped by an energy draining web spun by hostile aliens,
called the Tholians. Tholian; Kirk, McCoy, Spock.
[tos3x10] For the World is Hollow and I Have Touched the Sky by Rik Vollaerts
AD 1968-11-08 (SD 5476.3) The Enterprise crew must rush to stop an asteroid from colliding with Daran V, only to discover it is a generational world-ship with an entire civilization who believe they are actually living on a real planet. Fabrini; Kirk, McCoy, Natira,
Spock.
[tos3x11] Day of the Dove by Jerome Bixby
AD 1968-11-01 (SD Unknown) An incorporeal alien that feeds on negative emotions drives
the crew of the Enterprise into brutal conflict with the Klingons. Beta XII-A Entity, Klingon; Kang, Kirk, Scotty, Spock.
[tos3x12] Plato's Stepchildren by Meyer Dolinsky
AD 1968-11-22 (SD 5784.2) The Enterprise crew encounters an ageless and mischievous
race of psychic humanoids who claim to have organized their society around Ancient Greek
ideals. Platonian; Alexander, Kirk, McCoy, Parmen, Spock.
[tos3x13] Wink of an Eye by Lee Cronin
AD 1968-11-29 (SD 5710.5) Sterile aliens, who are invisible due to being "hyperaccelerated" in time, take over the Enterprise and attempt to abduct the crew for use as breeding
stock. Scalosian; Deela, Kirk, Spock.
[tos3x14] That Which Survives by Michael Richards
AD 1969-01-24 (SD Unknown) Kirk and his landing party are stranded on an artificial
planet, guarded by a computer generated image of a beautiful woman, who is intent on
killing them. Kaladan; Kirk, Lorisa, Spock.
[tos3x15] Let That Be Your Last Battlefield by Lee Cronin
AD 1969-01-10 (SD 5730.2) The Enterprise crew picks up the last two survivors of a wartorn planet who are still committed to destroying each other aboard the ship. It will be noted
that the aliens are bilaterally colored, black on the one side and white on the other. Natives
of Cheron; Bele, Kirk, Lokai.
[tos3x16] Whom Gods Destroy by Lee Erwin and Jerry Sohl
AD 1969-01-03 (SD 5718.3) Kirk visits a mental health facility and confronts Garth of Isar,
an insane starship captain who believes he is destined to control the universe. Orion; Garth
of Izar, Kirk.
[tos3x17] The Mark of Gideon by George F. Slavin and Stanley Adams
AD 1969-01-17 (SD 5423.4) An overpopulated race of aliens hold Kirk captive on a replica
of the Enterprise in order that he might solve their problem. Gideon; Kirk, Odona.
[tos3x18] The Lights of Zetar by Jeremy Tarcher and Shari Lewis
AD 1969-01-31 (SD 5725.3) Memory Alpha, a planetoid set up by the Federation solely
as a central library containing the total cultural history and scientific knowledge of all
planetary Federation members, has its records incidentally destroyed by a group of strange,
energy-based life forms in search of a compatible humanoid host. Zetarian, Zetarian Cloud
Entity; Kirk, Mira Romaine, Scotty.
[tos3x19] The Cloud Minders by David Gerrold and Oliver Crawford
AD 1969-02-28 (SD 5818.4) Kirk and Spock race against time to acquire a vital mineral
from a world where the general population is in the midst of a civil uprising against the
elites, who live in a fantastic cloud city in the sky. Ardanan; Kirk, Plasus, Spock, Vanna.
[tos3x20] The Way to Eden by Michael Richards and Arthur Heinemann
AD 1969-02-21 (SD 5832.3) The Enterprise is hijacked by a criminal doctor and his loyal
band of space-hippies who are attempting to find the mythical planet Eden. Catullan,
Tiburonian; Kirk, Sevrin, Spock.
[tos3x21] Requiem for Methuselah by Jerome Bixby
AD 1969-02-14 (SD 5843.7) The Enterprise crew encounters an immortal human who lives
as a recluse on his own planet. Rayna XIV; Flint, Kirk, McCoy, Rayna, Spock.
[tos3x22] The Savage Curtain by Gene Roddenberry
AD 1969-03-07 (SD 5906.4) A race of rock monsters force Kirk and Spock to team with
Abraham Lincoln and Surak of Vulcan in a battle to the death against illusionary villains so
that they might understand the concepts of good and evil. Excalbian, Klingon, Tiburonian,
Vulcan; Abraham Lincoln, Kirk, Spock, Surak, Yarnek.
[tos3x23] All Our Yesterdays by Jean Lisette Aroeste

AD 1969-03-14 (SD 5943.7) Kirk, Spock, and McCoy are trapped in the past on a world
threatened by a supernova. Natives of Sarpeidon; Kirk, McCoy, Mr. Atoz, Spock, Zarabeth.
[tos3x24] Turnabout Intruder by Gene Roddenberry
AD 1969-06-03 (SD 5928.5) Kirk's consciousness becomes trapped in the body of a woman
bent on killing him and taking over his command while inhabiting his body. Natives of
Camus II; Janice Lester, Kirk.

AD 1974-09-28 (SD 5275.6) Doctor McCoy is arrested for allegedly causing a deadly
plague which once ravaged the planet Dramia. Dramian;
[tas2x05] How Sharper Than a Serpent's Tooth by Russell Bates and David Wise
AD 1974-10-05 (SD 6063.4) A mysterious being threatens to destroy the Enterprise if the
crew is unable to solve an ancient puzzle. Kukulkan's Species;
[tas2x06] The Counter-Clock Incident by John Culver
AD 1974-10-12 (SD 6770.3) An unusual spaceship pulls the Enterprise into a "negative
universe " where time seems to flow backwards. Natives of Arret;
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Beyond the Farthest Star by Samuel A. Peeples
AD 1973-09-08 (SD 5521.3) While exploring the outermost rim of the galaxy, the Enterprise
crew discovers an ancient derelict starship of peculiar design and learn it was once home to
an insect race. Also there is a malevolent entity lurking somewhere about. Ancient Insectoid
Species, Magnetic Organism;
[tas1x02] Yesteryear by D. C. Fontana
AD 1973-09-15 (SD 5373.4) Spock must travel to the past to rescue his younger self from
danger. Vulcan;
[tas1x03] One of Our Planets Is Missing by Marc Daniels
AD 1973-09-22 (SD 5371.3) The Enterprise crew encounters a giant cloud creature that
feeds on the energy of the planets that lie in its path. Cosmic Cloud;
[tas1x04] The Lorelei Signal by Margaret Armen
AD 1973-09-29 (SD 5483.7) A siren song lures the Enterprise crew to a planet of beautiful
women who maintain their youthful appearances by the absorption of male life force, which
they achieve through the use of life-draining headbands of some kind. When Kirk and his
landing party are taken captive and forced to wear the headbands, Uhura leads the women
of the Enterprise to their rescue. Taurean;
[tas1x05] More Tribbles, More Troubles by David Gerrold
AD 1973-10-06 (SD 5392.4) On a mission to escort a shipment of grain to Sherman's Planet,
the Enterprise crew become entangled in an ongoing conflict between the Klingons and the
notorious tribble peddler, Cyrano Jones. Glommer, Klingon, Tribble;
[tas1x06] The Survivor by James Schmerer
AD 1973-10-13 (SD 5143.3) Patrolling near the Neutral Zone , the Enterprise crew finds
a ship manned by Carter Winston, a Federation citizen and philanthropist who has been
missing for five years. Romulan, Vendorian;
[tas1x07] The Infinite Vulcan by Walter Koenig
AD 1973-10-20 (SD 5554.4) A species of plant-like beings, led by a clone of an Eugenics
War-era scientist, clones a giant Spock with the intention of creating a master race. Phylosian, Vulcan;
[tas1x08] The Magicks of Megas-Tu by Larry Brody
AD 1973-10-27 (SD 1254.4) While exploring near the center of the galaxy, the Enterprise
crew discovers a planet where magic substitutes for the known laws of physics. Kirk and his
landing party find the planet inhabited by a race of ageless beings that had, at one time,
lived on Earth, and were responsible for the legends about witches. What is more, Lucien,
their guide, reveals himself to be the devil of Earth mythology. Megan;
[tas1x09] Once Upon a Planet by Chuck Menville and Len Janson
AD 1973-11-03 (SD 5591.2) The Enterprise crew visits the Shore Leave planet, an amusement park planet where thoughts become reality, intent on getting some rest and relaxation.
This plan goes awry, however, when Kirk and his landing party find the planet's Keeper has
died and the untended machinery is conjuring dangerous realities from their imaginations.
Caretaken Aliens, Shore Leave Planet Computer;
[tas1x10] Mudd's Passion by Stephen Kandel
AD 1973-11-10 (SD 4978.5) The Enterprise crew receives orders to arrest Federation outlaw Harry Mudd, who is accused of selling fake love crystals to lonely miners.
[tas1x11] The Terratin Incident by Paul Schneider
AD 1973-11-17 (SD 5577.3) The Enterprise crew begin to shrink after the ship is hit with
a bight flash of radiation directed from a nearby planet. Kirk beams down to find a race of
tiny people who are desperate to leave their volcanic homeworld. Terratin;
[tas1x12] The Time Trap by Joyce Perry
AD 1973-11-24 (SD 5267.2) On a mission to explore the Delta Triangle, where many starships have disappeared, the Enterprise is attacked by several Klingon vessels. During the
battle the Enterprise and one Klingon battlecruiser are drawn into a timeless dimension
where fellow castaways from all the major races of the galaxy live together in peace. Klingon, Magen's Species, Orion, Romulan;
[tas1x13] The Ambergris Element by Margaret Armen
AD 1973-12-01 (SD 5499.9) While exploring the water world, Kirk and Spock are transformed into water breathers by the planet's undersea inhabitants. In order to return to their
normal selves, they must enlist the help of these people to capture a giant sur-snake, whose
venom holds the antidote. Aquan;
[tas1x14] The Slaver Weapon by Larry Niven
AD 1973-12-15 (SD 4187.3) In the shuttlecraft, Spock and company are en-route to a starbase to deliver a stasis box - a rare artifact of the Slaver culture - when the Kzinti intervene.
Kzinti, Slaver;
[tas1x15] The Eye of the Beholder by David P. Harmon
AD 1974-01-05 (SD 5501.2) Kirk and some members of his crew are abducted by a race of
highly intelligent slug-like aliens and are put on display in a zoo. Lactran;
[tas1x16] The Jihad by Stephen Kandel
AD 1974-01-12 (SD 5683.1) Kirk and Spock have been summoned to the Velada asteroid
to learn about a stolen religious artifact, the "Soul of the Skorr", whose theft could ignite a
galactic holy war. Em3Green's Species, Skorr, Sord's Species, Vedela;

[tas1x01]
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The Pirates of Orion by Howard Weinstein
AD 1974-09-07 (SD 6334.1) Spock contracts a fatal illness, and the cure can only be found
with dangerous Orion pirates. Orion;
[tas2x02] Bem by David Gerrold
AD 1974-09-14 (SD 7403.6) A reckless diplomat from a newly contacted race of colony
creatures accompanies the Enterprise crew on a mission to survey a planet populated by
stone age reptilians. Delta Theta III Aborigine, Delta Theta III God, Pandronian;
[tas2x03] The Practical Joker by Chuck Menville
AD 1974-09-21 (SD 3183.3) A strange energy field causes the Enterprise computer to play
practical jokes on the crew, but the humor soon turns to danger.
[tas2x04] Albatross by Dario Finelli

[tas2x01]
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Encounter at Farpoint by D. C. Fontana and Gene Roddenberry
AD 1987-09-28 (SD 41153.7) The new starship Enterprise-D begins her maiden voyage by
uncovering the mysteries of an advanced space station. The crew's mission is threatened by
an omnipotent being named Q, who puts them on trial for the crimes of all humanity. Bandi,
Jellyfish-like Space Creature, The Q; Groppler Zorn, Picard, Q.
[tng1x02] Encounter at Farpoint by D. C. Fontana and Gene Roddenberry
AD 1987-09-28 (SD 41153.7) The new starship Enterprise-D begins her maiden voyage by
uncovering the mysteries of an advanced space station. The crew's mission is threatened by
an omnipotent being named Q, who puts them on trial for the crimes of all humanity.
[tng1x03] The Naked Now by John D. F. Black and J. Michael Bingham
AD 1987-10-05 (SD 41209.2) A strange, intoxicating infection, which lowers the crew's
emotional inhibitions, spreads throughout the Enterprise, endangering the entire ship, just
as had once happened aboard the original Enterprise. Beverly, Data, Picard, Wesley.
[tng1x04] Code of Honor by Katharyn Powers and Michael Baron
AD 1987-10-12 (SD 41235.25) Tasha Yar is abducted by the leader of a people who abide
by a strict code of honor, which requires her participation in a fight to the death. Ligonian;
Lutan, Picard, Tasha.
[tng1x05] The Last Outpost by Richard Krzmeien
AD 1987-10-19 (SD 41386.4) An unknown force immobilizes the Enterprise during the Federation's first encounter with a new alien threat — the Ferengi. Ferengi, Portal 6-3, Tkon;
Daimon Tog, Picard, Riker.
[tng1x06] Where No One Has Gone Before by Diane Duane and Michael Reaves
AD 1987-10-26 (SD 41263.1) A Federation scientist and his mysterious assistant beam
aboard the Enterprise-D with orders to perform an experimental upgrade on the warp engines. But when a test of the scientist's handiwork unexpectedly takes the ship to the edge of
the known universe, the crew must rely on his assistant, known only as The Traveler, to return them safely home. The Traveler's Species; Kosinski, Picard, The Traveler, Wesley.
[tng1x07] Lonely Among Us by Michael Halperin
AD 1987-11-02 (SD 41249.3) An alien entity possesses Captain Picard while the Enterprise
is transporting delegates from two feuding planets. Beta Renner Energy Pattern; Picard.
[tng1x08] Justice by Ralph Willis and Worley Thorne
AD 1987-11-09 (SD 41255.6) On a visit to a primitive and seemingly utopian world, Captain
Picard must contemplate violating the Prime Directive when Wesley is condemned to death
for breaking a trivial law by falling into a flowerbed. Edo, Edo God; Liator, Picard, Rivan,
Wesley.
[tng1x09] The Battle by Larry Forrester
AD 1987-11-16 (SD 41723.9) A Ferengi captain returns the abandoned Stargazer to its former captain, Jean-Luc Picard. Picard, who experiences severe headaches, begins to relive
the "Battle of Maxia" in which he lost the ship. Ferengi; Daimon Bok, Picard.
[tng1x10] Hide and Q by C.J. Holland
AD 1987-11-23 (SD 41590.5) Q returns to the Enterprise to tempt Commander Riker into
joining the Q Continuum with the lure of Q's powers. The Q; Q, Riker.
[tng1x11] Haven by Tracy Tormé and Lan O'Kun
AD 1987-11-30 (SD 41294.5) Tempers flare when Counselor Troi is visited aboard the Enterprise by her mother, Lwaxana Troi, who is intent on seeing that her daughter's arranged
marriage ceremony proceeds smoothly. Betazoid, Haven, Tarellian; Lwaxanna, Riker,
Troi.
[tng1x12] The Big Goodbye by Tracy Tormé
AD 1988-01-11 (SD 41997.7) A computer malfunction traps Picard, Data, Beverly, and
Whalen in a Dixon Hill holodeck program set in early 20th century Earth. Dixon Hill
Holodeck Characters; Picard.
[tng1x13] Datalore by Robert Lewin and Maurice Hurley
AD 1988-01-18 (SD 41242.4) The Enterprise crew finds a disassembled android identical
to Data on the planet where Data was found, which was once home to a colony that was
destroyed by a life form known as the Crystalline Entity. The reassembled android, Lore,
hatches a nefarious plot to bring the Crystalline Entity to the Enterprise. Crystaline Entity,
Soong Type Android; Data, Lore.
[tng1x14] Angel One by Patrick Barry
AD 1988-01-25 (SD 41636.9) While Riker leads an away team to a matriarchal world to rescue the survivors of a downed freighter, Beverly must find a cure for a virus that is spreading
on the Enterprise. People of Angel One; Beverly, Mistress Beata, Riker.
[tng1x15] 11001001.0 by Maurice Hurley and Robert Lewin
AD 1988-02-01 (SD 41365.9) Docked at a starbase for a routine maintenance check, the
Enterprise is boarded by a group of technologically advanced aliens, who are tasked to
upgrade the ship's computer systems, but choose instead to evacuate the crew and commandeer the ship to their homeworld. Only Picard and Riker remain onboard but are distracted
on the holodeck by a surprisingly realistic character. Bynar; Minuet, One Zero, Picard,
Riker, Zero One.
[tng1x16] Too Short a Season by Michael Michaelian
AD 1988-02-08 (SD 41309.5) The Enterprise transports a legendary geriatric admiral who
must once again negotiate a hostage situation involving a man from decades earlier in his
career. The admiral however, is mysteriously growing younger the farther along their mission progresses. Mordanite; Mark Jameson, Picard.
[tng1x17] When The Bough Breaks by Hannah Louise Shearer
AD 1988-02-15 (SD 41509.1) A planet formerly existing only in legend uncloaks and requests help from the Enterprise crew. The planet's inhabitants are sterile and are determined
to adopt children from the Enterprise — by force, if necessary. Aldean; Picard, Radu, Wesley.
[tng1x18] Home Soil by Karl Geurs and Ralph Sanchez and Robert Sabaroff
AD 1988-02-22 (SD 41463.9) On a visit to a dead planet in the process of being terraformed,
the Enterprise crew find the terraformers are under threat from an unknown crystalline life
form. Microbrains of Velara III; Kurt Mandl, Picard.
[tng1x19] Coming of Age by Sandy Fries
[tng1x01]

AD 1988-03-14 (SD 41416.2) While Wesley takes a Starfleet Academy entrance exam, the
senior staff of the Enterprise are placed under investigation by Starfleet. Dexter Remmick,
Picard, Wesley.
[tng1x20] Heart of Glory by Maurice Hurley and Herbert Wright and D. C. Fontana
AD 1988-03-21 (SD 41503.7) Fugitive Klingons seeking battle attempt to hijack the Enterprise, and ask Worf to join them. Klingon; Konmel, Koris, Worf.
[tng1x21] The Arsenal of Freedom by Maurice Hurley and Robert Lewin
AD 1988-04-11 (SD 41798.2) Trapped on the surface of an abandoned planet, Captain
Picard and his away team become unwitting participants in the demonstration of an advanced weapons system. Meanwhile Geordi commands the Enterprise in battle against an
automated probe from the planet. Minosian; Beverly, Geordi, Picard.
[tng1x22] Symbiosis by Robert Lewin
AD 1988-04-18 (SD Unknown) Captain Picard tries to mediate a trade dispute between
two neighboring planets, one of which is the sole supplier of a drug to treat the other's
apparently fatal disease. Brekkian, Ornaran; Langor, Margan, Picard, Sobi, T'Jon.
[tng1x23] Skin of Evil by Joseph Stefano
AD 1988-04-25 (SD 41601.3) A malevolent slick of tar holds Troi hostage on an alien world.
During the rescue mission, one of the Enterprise crew is killed. Slick of Malevolent Tar;
Armus, Picard, Tasha, Troi.
[tng1x24] We'll Always Have Paris by Deborah Dean Davis and Hannah Louise Shearer
AD 1988-05-02 (SD 41697.9) Captain Picard encounters an old flame when the Enterprise
follows an automated distress signal from her scientist husband, who has been adversely
affected by an accident involving his experiments with non-linear time. Data, Jenice Manheim, Picard.
[tng1x25] Conspiracy by Robert Sabaroff
AD 1988-05-09 (SD 41775.5) The strange behavior of high-ranking officers leads Captain
Picard to uncover a conspiracy perpetrated by a race of parasitic bug aliens within Starfleet.
Neural Parasite; Picard, Riker.
[tng1x26] The Neutral Zone by Deborah McIntyre and Mona Clee
AD 1988-05-16 (SD 41986.0) A derelict satellite is found containing cryogenically preserved humans from the 21st century as the Enterprise is sent to investigate the destruction
of outposts near Romulan Neutral Zone. Romulan; Clare Raymond, Data, L.Q. Sonny
Clemonds, Picard, Ralph Offfenhouse.
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The Child by Jaron Summers and Jon Povill and Maurice Hurley
AD 1988-11-21 (SD 42073.1) Counsellor Troi is impregnated by a transcendental alien and
gives birth to an enigmatic child. Meanwhile Geordi La Forge prepares the Enterprise to
transport dangerous plague specimens. Ian's Species; Ian, Pulaski, Troi.
[tng2x02] Where Silence Has Lease by Jack B. Sowards
AD 1988-11-28 (SD 42193.6) The Enterprise is trapped in a "hole in space" by a transcendental alien, who, evidently being immortal, aims to gain a systematic understanding of
death by conducting murderous experiments on his newfound human specimens. Nagilum;
Picard.
[tng2x03] Elementary, Dear Data by Brian Alan Lane
AD 1988-12-05 (SD 42286.3) After Data easily solves an ordinary Sherlock Holmes
holodeck mystery, Geordi La Forge asks the computer to make a Holmes villain capable
of defeating him. The resultant Professor Moriarty soon becomes far more powerful than
expected. Prof. Moriarty; Data, Moriarty.
[tng2x04] The Outrageous Okona by Les Menchen and Lance Dickson and David Landsberg
AD 1988-12-12 (SD 42402.7) The Enterprise crew is caught up in the schemes of a flamboyant space rogue on the run, while Data explores the nature of humor with the help of a
holodeck comedian. Altec, Straleb; Data, Thadiun Okona.
[tng2x05] Loud As A Whisper by Jacqueline Zambrano
AD 1989-01-09 (SD 42477.2) The Enterprise hosts a deaf, telepathic ambassador who mediates difficult peace negotiations with the assistance of his chorus of telepathic interpreters.
Ramatian, Solari; Riva, Troi.
[tng2x06] The Schizoid Man by Richard Manning and Hans Beimler
AD 1989-01-23 (SD 42437.5) Brilliant scientist Dr. Ira Graves cheats death by uploading
his memories and personality into the android Data. Data, Ira Graves.
[tng2x07] Unnatural Selection by John Mason and Mike Gray
AD 1989-01-30 (SD 42494.8) The Enterprise receives a distress call from the USS Lantree,
discovering their crew has apparently died of old age. Pulaski, Sara Kingsley.
[tng2x08] A Matter Of Honor by Wanda M. Haight and Gregory Amos and Burton Armus
AD 1989-02-06 (SD 42506.5) Riker is assigned to a Klingon vessel via an officer exchange
program between the Federation and the Klingon Empire. Benzite, Klingon; Mendon,
Riker.
[tng2x09] The Measure Of A Man by Melinda M. Snodgrass
AD 1989-02-13 (SD 42523.7) When Data refuses orders to be dismantled for research purposes, a hearing is convened to determine if he is a legal citizen or property of the Federation. Bruce Maddox, Data, Picard.
[tng2x10] The Dauphin by Scott Rubenstein and Leonard Mlodinow
AD 1989-02-20 (SD 42568.8) Wesley falls in love with an exiled young princess who is
being transported aboard the Enterprise to her war ravaged home world. Allasomorphs of
Daled IV; Salia, Wesley.
[tng2x11] Contagion by Steve Gerber and Beth Woods
AD 1989-03-20 (SD 42609.1) A dangerous alien computer virus runs rampant through the
Enterprise and a Romulan warbird after causing the destruction of galaxy-class starship,
the USS Yamato. Iconian, Romulan; Data, Picard.
[tng2x12] The Royale by Keith Mills
AD 1989-03-27 (SD 42625.4) Riker, Worf, and Data investigate a structure on the surface of
an inhospitable planet, which appears to be a hotel-casino from 20th century Earth. Casino
Royale Makers; Data, Riker, Worf.
[tng2x13] Time Squared by Kurt Michael Bensmiller
AD 1989-04-03 (SD 42679.2) Picard encounters his future self, when the Enterprise becomes caught in a time loop. Energy Vortex Entity; Picard.
[tng2x14] The Icarus Factor by David Assael
AD 1989-04-24 (SD 42686.4) Riker 's estranged father visits to brief him on the command
he's been offered, while Worf's friends discover he is about to miss an important Klingon
rite of passage. Kyle Riker, Riker.
[tng2x15] Pen Pals by Hannah Louise Shearer
AD 1989-05-01 (SD 42695.3) The Prime Directive is threatened when Data befriends the
child of a pre-warp planet. Dreman; Data, Sarjenka, Wesley.
[tng2x16] Q Who by Maurice Hurley
[tng2x01]

AD 1989-05-08 (SD 42761.3) Q flings the Enterprise 7,000 light years beyond Federation
space and introduces them to the deadly Borg. Borg, The Q; Picard, Q.
[tng2x17] Samaritan Snare by Robert L. McCullough
AD 1989-05-15 (SD 42779.1) While Picard is away from the enterprise to undergo a serious
medical operation, a group of seemingly dimwitted aliens, the Pakleds, kidnap Geordi in an
effort to steal Federation technology. Pakled; Geordi, Grebnedlog, Picard, Wesley.
[tng2x18] Up The Long Ladder by Melinda M. Snodgrass
AD 1989-05-22 (SD 42823.2) Picard must find a way to convince a colony of space Irish
and a colony of clones that they must cooperate to survive. Bringlodi, Mariposan; Brenna
Odell, Danilo Odell, Picard, Wilson Granger.
[tng2x19] Manhunt by Terry Devereaux
AD 1989-06-19 (SD 42859.2) Lwaxana Troi visits the enterprise in the market for a new
husband, and she's set her sights on Picard. Betazoid; Lwaxana Troi, Picard.
[tng2x20] The Emissary by Richard Manning and Hans Beimler and Thomas H. Calder
AD 1989-06-26 (SD 42901.3) Worf's former lover comes aboard Enterprise to help deal with
a ship of Klingon sleeper agents unaware they are no longer at war. Klingon; K'Ehleyr,
Worf.
[tng2x21] Peak Performance by David Kemper
AD 1989-07-10 (SD 42923.4) The Enterprise and USS Hathaway face off in war games,
while Data fails to beat a Zakdorn at a game of Strategema and exhibits self-doubt. Zakdorn; Data, Picard, Riker, Sirna Kolrami.
[tng2x22] Shades of Gray by Maurice Hurley
AD 1989-07-17 (SD 42976.1) Riker is poisoned into a coma where he relives various moments of his service aboard the Enterprise. Bacterio-virus; Pulaski, Riker, Troi.
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Evolution by Michael Piller and Michael Wagner
AD 1989-09-25 (SD 43125.8) An obsessed scientist arrives aboard the Enterprise to observe a type 1A supernova. His plans to study this once in a lifetime event are complicated
when a culture of microbial robots escape from Wesley's laboratory and form a collective
intelligence, threatening the ship. Nanites; Dr. Paul Stubbs, Picard, Wesley.
[tng3x02] The Ensigns of Command by Melinda M. Snodgrass
AD 1989-10-02 (SD 43133.3) Data must persuade a group of stubborn colonists to evacuate
their homeland when they are threatened by a powerful and mysterious race. Colonists of
Tau Cygna V, Sheliak; Ard'rian McKenzie, Data, Gosheven, Picard.
[tng3x03] The Survivors by Michael Wagner
AD 1989-10-09 (SD 43152.4) The Enterprise crew investigates the last two survivors of
an annihilated world. The entire surface of the planet has been transformed to dust except
for the survivors' one little garden and house. Douwd; Kevin Uxbridge, Picard, Rishon
Uxbridge.
[tng3x04] Who Watches The Watchers by Richard Manning and Hans Beimler
AD 1989-10-16 (SD 43173.5) Troi and Riker must undo the damage done when a primitive
people discovers a Federation observation team on their planet and eventually conclude
that Captain Picard is a God. Mintakan; Lico, Oji, Picard, Riker, Troi.
[tng3x05] The Bonding by Ronald D. Moore
AD 1989-10-23 (SD 43198.7) Worf and a mysterious entity both seek to comfort a boy who
has lost his mother in an accident on the entity's planet. Koinonian Corporeal, Koinonian
Incorporeal; Jeremy Aster, Worf.
[tng3x06] Booby Trap by Michael Wagner and Ron Roman
AD 1989-10-30 (SD 43205.6) The Enterprise falls victim to an ancient booby trap set to
snare starships. While trying to find an escape, Geordi finds himself falling in love with a
holodeck representation of the famous Federation engineer Leah Brahms. Geordi, Leah
Brahms, Picard.
[tng3x07] The Enemy by David Kemper and Michael Piller
AD 1989-11-06 (SD 43349.2) Geordi is trapped on an inhospitable planet with a hostile
Romulan, and the two must work together to survive. Romulan; Bochra, Geordi, Worf.
[tng3x08] The Price by Hannah Louise Shearer
AD 1989-11-13 (SD 43385.6) Troi falls in love with a charismatic negotiator who vies for
rights to, what is apparently, the only known stable wormhole. Barzan, Betazoid, Caldonian, Chrysalian, Ferengi; Devinoni Ral, Picard, Troi.
[tng3x09] The Vengeance Factor by Sam Rolfe
AD 1989-11-20 (SD 43421.9) Riker exposes an assassin in the midst of critical peace talks
between a band of nomadic marauders and their mother people. Acamarian, Acamarian
Outcasts; Brull, Marouk, Riker, Yuta.
[tng3x10] The Defector by Ronald D. Moore
AD 1990-01-01 (SD 43462.5) Determined to avert a war, a Romulan officer defects to warn
Picard of the Romulan Empire's invasion plans. Romulan; Admiral Jarok, Data, Picard.
[tng3x11] The Hunted by Robin Bernheim
AD 1990-01-08 (SD 43489.2) A genetically modified soldier reveals the social problems of
a world hoping to join the Federation. Angosian; Nayrok, Picard, Roga Danar.
[tng3x12] The High Ground by Melinda M. Snodgrass
AD 1990-01-29 (SD 43510.7) Beverly is kidnapped by terrorists who need medical assistance as the technology employed in their attacks is detrimental to their own health. Rutian;
Beverly, Kyril Finn.
[tng3x13] Deja Q by Richard Danus
AD 1990-02-05 (SD 43539.1) The Q Continuum strips Q of his powers and dumps him
aboard the Enterprise. Calamarain, Natives of Bre'el IV, The Q; Data, Picard, Q.
[tng3x14] A Matter of Perspective by Ed Zuckerman
AD 1990-02-12 (SD 43610.4) When Riker is accused of murdering a prominent scientist,
the holodeck is used to reconstruct the events from different perspectives. Tanugan; Krag,
Nel Apgar, Riker.
[tng3x15] Yesterday's Enterprise by Trent Christopher Ganino and Eric A. Stillwell
AD 1990-02-19 (SD 43625.2) When the Enterprise-C emerges from the past out of a temporal rift, the Enterprise-D's reality is altered into a one where Tasha Yar is still alive and
the Federation is in a desperate war with the Klingon Empire, but only Guinan senses that
something is very wrong. Klingon; Guinan, Picard, Rachel Garrett.
[tng3x16] The Offspring by René Echevarria
AD 1990-03-12 (SD 43657.0) Data creates a young android, which names Lal, who he
considers to be his daughter. But a Starfleet admiral arrives demanding she be removed
from the Enterprise. Admiral Haftel, Data, Lal, Picard.
[tng3x17] Sins of the Father by Drew Deighan
AD 1990-03-19 (SD 43685.2) Worf goes on trial to prove his father's innocence after the
Klingon High Council declares that Worf's father is a traitor, and had conspired with the
Romulans before the Khitomer massacre. Klingon; Kurn, Picard, Worf.
[tng3x01]

Allegiance by Richard Manning and Hans Beimler
AD 1990-03-26 (SD 43714.1) Aliens kidnap Picard and replace him with a duplicate, who
sends the Enterprise to a pulsar. Meanwhile, the real Picard and three other captives try
to escape from their prison. Bolian, Chalnoth, Mizarian, Unnamed Abducting Aliens;
Esoqq, Kova Tholl, Mitena Haro, Picard, Riker.
[tng3x19] Captain's Holiday by Ira Steven Behr
AD 1990-04-02 (SD 43745.2) Picard is convinced to take some much needed shore leave,
but gets wrapped up in a woman's treasure hunt. Ferengi, Vorgon; Picard, Sovak, Vash.
[tng3x20] Tin Man by Dennis Putman Bailey and David Bischoff
AD 1990-04-23 (SD 43779.3) A gifted telepath whom Deanna Troi once treated as a patient
comes aboard to establish first contact with a living spaceship near an unstable star before
the Romulans do. Betazoid, Romulan, Tin Man's Species; Data, Picard, Tam Elbrun.
[tng3x21] Hollow Pursuits by Sally Caves
AD 1990-04-30 (SD 43807.4) Lieutenant Barclay's use of the holodeck as an escape from
reality interferes with his duties. Meanwhile, the Enterprise is beset with random malfunctions that defy explanation. Barclay, Geordi.
[tng3x22] The Most Toys by Shari Goodhartz
AD 1990-05-07 (SD 43872.2) An evil trader is determined to add Data to his private collection of unique items from around the galaxy. Varria's Species, Zibalian; Data, Kivas
Fajo, Varria.
[tng3x23] Sarek by Peter S. Beagle From an unpublished story by Marc Cushman and Jake
Jacobs
AD 1990-05-14 (SD 43917.4) The Enterprise is plagued by an outbreak of violence when
it is visited by the renowned Vulcan ambassador, Sarek. Legaran, Vulcan; Picard, Sarek.
[tng3x24] Ménage à Troi by Fred Bronson and Susan Sackett
AD 1990-05-28 (SD 43930.7) An infatuated Ferengi Daimon kidnaps Lwaxana Troi with
the intention of taking her for his bride. Betazoid, Ferengi; Daimon Tog, Lwaxana, Riker,
Troi.
[tng3x25] Transfigurations by René Echevarria
AD 1990-06-04 (SD 43957.2) The Enterprise crew rescues an amnesiac with miraculous
healing powers who is in the process of undergoing a strange and wondrous metamorphoses.
Zalkonian, Zalkonian+; Beverly, Geordi, John Doe.
[tng3x26] The Best of Both Worlds by Michael Piller
AD 1990-06-18 (SD 43989.1) Picard is assimilated by the Borg , who begin their invasion
of Federation space. Borg; Picard, Riker, Shelby.
[tng3x18]
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[tng4x01] The Best of Both Worlds, Part II by Michael Piller
AD 1990-09-24 (SD 44001.4) Captain Picard is rescued from the Borg as the Enterprise
races to Sector 001 to save Earth. Borg; Picard, Riker, Shelby.
[tng4x02] Family by Ronald D. Moore
AD 1990-10-01 (SD 44012.3) While the Enterprise is going under repairs at Earth, Picard
visits his brother's family in France, Worf's adoptive human parents come to see him aboard
the ship, and Beverly gives her son Wesley a personal holo-recording left by his late father
shortly after the boy's birth. Picard, Robert Picard, Wesley, Worf.
[tng4x03] Brothers by Rick Berman
AD 1990-10-08 (SD 44085.7) When Data gets a signal from Noonien Soong, the android
commandeers the Enterprise to meet his creator, but it turned out that Lore too has received
the transmission. Data, Lore, Noonian Soong.
[tng4x04] Suddenly Human by Ralph Phillips
AD 1990-10-15 (SD 44143.7) Picard must help a human boy being raised by rigidly patriarchal aliens to decide his fate. Talarian; Jono, Picard.
[tng4x05] Remember Me by Lee Sheldon
AD 1990-10-22 (SD 44161.2) After an apparent failure of a warp-field experiment, people
begin to disappear from the Enterprise with only Beverly remembering that they ever existed.
The Traveler's Species; Beverly, Wesley.
[tng4x06] Legacy by Joe Menosky
AD 1990-10-29 (SD 44215.2) The Enterprise crew enlists Tasha Yar's sister Ishara to lead
a hostage rescue mission on their conflict-ridden colony world. Colonists of Turkana IV;
Data, Ishara.
[tng4x07] Reunion by Drew Deighan and Thomas Perry and Jo Perry
AD 1990-11-05 (SD 44246.3) Worf's ex-girlfriend K'Ehleyr returns to the Enterprise, and
along with Picard, the two mediate a Klingon power dispute. What is more, Worf is somewhat
taken aback to find out that he has fathered her a son. Klingon; Alexander, K'Ehleyr,
Picard, Worf.
[tng4x08] Future Imperfect by J. Larry Carroll and David Bennett Carren
AD 1990-11-12 (SD 44286.5) Riker awakens sixteen years in the future with his memory of
the interim having apparently been erased by a dormant virus. Barash's Species, Romulan;
Barash, Riker.
[tng4x09] Final Mission by Kacey Arnold-Ince
AD 1990-11-19 (SD 44307.3) Wesley sets off on his final mission with the Enterprise accompanied by Picard, but they become stranded on a desert planet together with an ornery
mining shuttle captain. Dirgo's Species; Dirgo, Picard, Wesley.
[tng4x10] The Loss by Hilary J. Bader
AD 1990-12-31 (SD 44356.9) An unknown force existing in two-dimensional form captures
the Enterprise and causes Troi to lose her empathic powers. 2D Lifeform; Troy.
[tng4x11] Data's Day by Harold Apter
AD 1991-01-07 (SD 44390.1) Data gets dancing lessons from Beverly in preparation of
Chief O'Brien's wedding as the Enterprise brings Ambassador T'Pel to the Romulans for
important negotiations. Romulan, Vulcan; Data, Keiko, O'Brien.
[tng4x12] The Wounded by Stuart Charno and Sara Charno and Cy Chermak
AD 1991-01-28 (SD 44429.6) A rogue Starfleet Captain jeopardizes the Cardassian peace
treaty. Cardassian; Benjamin Maxwell, O'Brien.
[tng4x13] Devil's Due by Philip LaZebnik and William Douglas Lansford
AD 1991-02-04 (SD 44474.5) A powerful mythic figure from a millennium ago returns to
enslave a planet in accordance with a contract. However Picard is convinced she is an
opportunistic charlatan. Ardra's Species, Ventaxian; Ardra, Picard.
[tng4x14] Clues by Bruce D. Arthurs
AD 1991-02-11 (SD 44502.7) The Enterprise crew, with the exception of Data, is rendered
unconscious for 30 seconds after going through a localized wormhole. However, various
clues suggest they were unconscious for an entire day. Paxan; Data, Picard.
[tng4x15] First Contact by Marc Scott Zicree
AD 1991-02-18 (SD 44575.2) When Riker is hospitalized during a botched pre-first contact
mission on a world nearly warp flight, his alien nature is soon made apparent, and the ruling

class must decide whether their people are ready to be a part of the interstellar community.
Malcorian; Avel Durken, Krola, Mirasta Yale, Picard, Riker.
[tng4x16] Galaxy's Child by Thomas Kartozian
AD 1991-03-11 (SD 44614.6) When the Enterprise crew accidentally kills a space whale
creature, they must rush to save its unborn offspring. Meanwhile, Geordi meets the real
Leah Brahms and finds to his shock that she is nothing like the woman he encountered on
the holodeck. Junior's Species; Geordi, Leah Brahms, Picard.
[tng4x17] Night Terrors by Shari Goodhartz
AD 1991-03-18 (SD 44631.2) When the Enterprise is trapped in a rift in space, the entire
crew suffers from REM sleep deprivation, with the single exception of Troi, who is subject
to prophetic dreams. Aliens Trapped in Tykan's Rift, Betazoid; Troi.
[tng4x18] Identity Crisis by Timothy DeHaas
AD 1991-03-25 (SD 44664.5) Geordi transforms into an alien creature with strong instinct
to return to its planet of origin. Chameleons of Tarchannen III; Georgi, Susanna Leijten.
[tng4x19] The Nth Degree by Joe Menosky
AD 1991-04-01 (SD 44704.2) After an encounter with an alien probe Barclay experiences
great leaps in confidence and intelligence. Cytherian; Barclay.
[tng4x20] Qpid by Randee Russell and Ira Steven Behr
AD 1991-04-22 (SD 44741.9) Q returns to test Picard's love for an old flame by transporting
them and the command crew to an elaborate Robin Hood fantasy world. The Q; Picard, Q,
Vash.
[tng4x21] The Drumhead by Jeri Taylor
AD 1991-04-29 (SD 44769.2) An obsessed Starfleet admiral begins a witch-hunt for suspected Romulan spies aboard the Enterprise. Betazoid, Klingon, Romulan; Admiral
Satie, Picard.
[tng4x22] Half a Life by Ted Roberts and Peter Allan Fields
AD 1991-05-06 (SD 44805.3) Lwaxana Troi finally finds love, but discovers her man must
undergo a ritualistic suicide. Betazoid, Kaelon; Lwaxana, Timicin.
[tng4x23] The Host by Michel Horvat
AD 1991-05-13 (SD 44821.3) Beverly falls in love with an accomplished ambassador, only
to discover that he is a Trill symbiote, which is implanted into Riker after his original host
dies. Peliar Zellian, Peliar Zellian Alphan, Peliar Zellian Betan, Trill, Trill Symbiot;
Beverly, Odan, Riker.
[tng4x24] The Mind's Eye by Ken Schafer and René Echevarria
AD 1991-05-27 (SD 44885.5) The Romulans mentally condition Geordi to assassinate a
Klingon governor. Klingon, Romulan; Geordi, Worf.
[tng4x25] In Theory by Joe Menosky and Ronald D. Moore
AD 1991-06-03 (SD 44932.3) Data participates in a romantic relationship with a fellow
crew member. Data, Jenna D'Sora.
[tng4x26] Redemption by Ronald D. Moore
AD 1991-06-17 (SD 44995.3) Worf leaves the Enterprise to fight on behalf of Gowron in a
Klingon civil war. Klingon, Romulan; Gowron, Picard, Worf.
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Redemption II by Ronald D. Moore
AD 1991-09-23 (SD 45021.3) In an ongoing Klingon civil war, a fleet of 23 Federation
ships blockades Romulan support to the Duras family, resulting in Gowron's installation as
Chancellor. Klingon, Romulan; Data, Picard, Sela, Worf.
[tng5x02] Darmok by Philip LaZebnik and Joe Menosky
AD 1991-09-30 (SD 45047.2) Picard must learn to communicate with an alien captain who
speaks in metaphors before a dangerous electromagnetic beast kills them both. Children of
Tama; Dathon, Picard.
[tng5x03] Ensign Ro by Rick Berman and Michael Piller
AD 1991-10-07 (SD 45076.3) After an attack on a Federation outpost, the Enterprise crew
is sent to locate a Bajoran terrorist, with the help of Ensign Ro Laren. Bajoran, Cardassian;
Picard, Ro.
[tng5x04] Silicon Avatar by Lawrence V. Conley
AD 1991-10-14 (SD 45122.3) The Enterprise crew, with the help of a scientist whose son
lived on Data's home world, attempt to communicate with the Crystalline Entity. Crystaline
Entity; Data, Kila Marr.
[tng5x05] Disaster by Ron Jarvis and Philip A. Scorza
AD 1991-10-21 (SD 45156.1) The Enterprise is without power, leaving Troi in command
on the bridge, and trapping others in various locations, including Picard in a turbolift with
three children. Data, Picard, Riker, Troi.
[tng5x06] The Game by Susan Sackett and Fred Bronson and Brannon Braga
AD 1991-10-28 (SD 45208.2) Wesley visits the Enterprise, but finds the crew addicted to a
mind-altering computer game. Ktarian; Robin Lefler, Wesley.
[tng5x07] Unification I by Rick Berman and Michael Piller
AD 1991-11-04 (SD 45233.1) When Spock is reported to have defected to the Romulans, Picard and Data must travel to Romulus on a cloaked Klingon vessel to investigate. Romulan,
Vulcan; Data, Picard, Spock.
[tng5x08] Unification II by Rick Berman and Michael Piller
AD 1991-11-11 (SD 45245.8) Spock attempts to unify the Vulcans and Romulans in peace,
but falls into a Romulan trap. Romulan, Vulcan; Picard, Spock.
[tng5x09] A Matter of Time by Rick Berman
AD 1991-11-18 (SD 45349.1) Berlinghoff Rasmussen, an apparent historian from the 26th
century visits the Enterprise, while they help a planet prevent a nuclear winter. Berlinghoff
Rasmusen, Picard.
[tng5x10] New Ground by Sara Charno and Stuart Charno
AD 1992-01-06 (SD 45376.3) Worf tries to be a father to his son, Alexander, while the
Enterprise crew helps to test a new soliton wave propulsion technology. People of Bilana
III; Alexander, Picard, Worf.
[tng5x11] Hero Worship by Hilary J. Bader
AD 1992-01-27 (SD 45397.3) Data saves the life of an orphaned boy, who begins to emulate
him. Data, Timothy.
[tng5x12] Violations by Shari Goodhartz and T. Michael and Pamela Gray
AD 1992-02-03 (SD 45429.3) An alien traveling aboard the Enterprise telepathically rapes
Troi and for good measure invades the minds of Beverly and Riker. Ullian; Inad, Jev, Picard, Tarmin, Troi.
[tng5x13] The Masterpiece Society by James Kahn and Adam Belanoff
AD 1992-02-10 (SD 45470.1) The Enterprise crew helps a far-flung eugenic human colony
avoid destruction, but upsets its delicate balance by ending 200 years of isolation. Aaron
Conor, Picard, Troi.
[tng5x01]

Conundrum by Paul Schiffer
AD 1992-02-17 (SD 45494.2) After the Enterprise crew's memories are suddenly erased,
the ship computer indicates that the Federation is at with a technologically less advanced
civilization, and they are on a mission to destroy their central command center. Lysian,
Satarran; Keiran MacDuff, Picard, Riker.
[tng5x15] Power Play by Paul Ruben and Maurice Hurley
AD 1992-02-24 (SD 45571.2) When Troi, O'Brien, and Data unknowingly beam down to
a prison moon, they are possessed by entities who are desperate to take control of the Enterprise and escape from their torments below. Prisoners of Mab-Bu VI; Data, O'Brien,
Picard, Riker, Troi.
[tng5x16] Ethics by Sara Charno and Stuart Charno
AD 1992-03-02 (SD 45587.3) When Worf becomes paralyzed in a freak accident, his sense
of honor compels him to choose between between euthanasia and a risky medical procedure.
Klingon; Beverly, Toby Russell, Worf.
[tng5x17] The Outcast by Jeri Taylor
AD 1992-03-16 (SD 45614.6) Riker falls in love with an androgynous humanoid after rescuing some members of its species who were trapped in a pocket of space. J'naii; Riker,
Soren.
[tng5x18] Cause and Effect by Brannon Braga
AD 1992-03-23 (SD 45652.1) The Enterprise becomes stuck in a time loop, just as it is
destroyed with all hands, so that the crew are made to repeatedly relive the events leading
up to the ship's destruction, however the they do retain some memories of previous instances.
Beverly, Picard.
[tng5x19] The First Duty by Ronald D. Moore and Naren Shankar
AD 1992-03-30 (SD 45703.9) Wesley is questioned over a Starfleet Academy flight-training
accident that resulted in the death of one of his fellow cadets. Nicholas Locarno, Picard,
Wesley.
[tng5x20] Cost of Living by Peter Allan Fields
AD 1992-04-20 (SD 45733.6) Lwaxana arrives aboard the Enterprise to marry a man she
has never met. Meanwhile, Worf has difficulty rearing Alexander, which is exacerbated when
Lwaxana takes the boy under her wing. Betazoid, Natives of Kostolain; Alexander, Lwaxana.
[tng5x21] The Perfect Mate by René Echevarria and Gary Perconte
AD 1992-04-27 (SD 45761.3) Picard forces himself to resist the charms of a female empathic metamorph, who is sent to marry an alien leader as a peace offering. Kriosian;
Kamala, Picard.
[tng5x22] Imaginary Friend by Jean Louise Matthias and Ronald Wilkerson and Richard
Fliegel
AD 1992-05-04 (SD 45852.1) A child's imaginary playmate takes on real form and threatens
the safety of the Enterprise crew. FGC 47 Lifeform; Clara, Isabelle, Troi.
[tng5x23] I Borg by René Echevarria
AD 1992-05-11 (SD 45854.2) The Enterprise crew rescues a Borg survivor, and Picard
plans to use him as a weapon against his nemesis by exposing him to a computer virus.
Borg; Geordi, Hugh, Picard.
[tng5x24] The Next Phase by Ronald D. Moore
AD 1992-05-18 (SD 45892.4) A transporter accident traps Geordi and Ensign Ro out of
phase; while the others plan their funeral they must find a way to reverse the process and
save the Enterprise from destruction. Bajoran, Romulan; Geordi, Ro.
[tng5x25] The Inner Light by Morgan Gendel
AD 1992-06-01 (SD 45944.1) A space probe creates a telepathic tether and causes Picard
to experience, in the space of twenty-five minutes, a lifetime as a married man on a world
that was destroyed a millennium ago. Kataan; Eline, Picard.
[tng5x26] Time's Arrow by Joe Menosky
AD 1992-06-15 (SD 45959.1) A 500-year-old artifact is uncovered on Earth: Data's severed
head. The Enterprise crew investigates alien involvement in Earth's past and Data fulfills
his destiny. Devidian, El-Aurian; Data, Picard.
[tng5x14]
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Time's Arrow, Part II by Joe Menosky
AD 1992-09-21 (SD 46001.3) The Enterprise crew follow Data to San Francisco of the
1890s. The crew deals with Samuel Clemens (and run into Jack London), while trying to
find a way to prevent aliens from interfering with 19th-century Earth. Devidian, El-Aurian;
Data, Guinan, Mark Twain, Picard.
[tng6x02] Realm of Fear by Brannon Braga
AD 1992-09-28 (SD 46041.1) Lieutenant Barclay must overcome his fear of the transporter
to rescue crewmen missing from the USS Yosemite. Quasi-energy Microbes; Barclay.
[tng6x03] Man of the People by Frank Abatemarco
AD 1992-10-05 (SD 46071.6) A psychic ambassador uses Troi as a receptacle for his negative emotions when he mediates peace talks between two warring factions. Lumerian; Troi,
Ves Alkar.
[tng6x04] Relics by Ronald D. Moore
AD 1992-10-12 (SD 46125.3) The Enterprise crew finds a vessel that crashed on a Dyson
sphere over seventy-five years ago with a single survivor stored in the transporter buffer:
Montgomery Scott. Geordi, Scotty.
[tng6x05] Schisms by Jean Louise Matthias and Ron Wilkerson
AD 1992-10-19 (SD 46154.2) Members of the Enterprise crew are abducted in their sleep
by extra-dimensional aliens and subjected to strange medical experiments while still unconscious. Solanogen-based Lifeform; Data, Geordi, Riker.
[tng6x06] True Q by René Echevarria
AD 1992-10-26 (SD 46192.3) Q reveals that a young woman from Kansas who is visiting
the Enterprise is in fact one of his own species. The Q; Amanda Rogers, Picard, Q.
[tng6x07] Rascals by Ward Botsford and Diana Dru Botsford and Michael Piller
AD 1992-11-02 (SD 46235.7) A transporter malfunction turns Picard, Keiko, Ro and
Guinan into children, who become the ship's only hope when they are left aboard while the
adult crew are forced to perform dangerous labor by Ferengi pirates. Ferengi; Guinan,
Picard, Ro.
[tng6x08] A Fistful of Datas by Robert Hewitt Wolfe
AD 1992-11-09 (SD 46271.5) Worf, Alexander, and Troi's Wild West adventure on the
holodeck takes a serious turn when a computer malfunction ensues after Data's mind is
connected to the ship's computer. Alexander, Data, Worf.
[tng6x09] The Quality of Life by L.J. Scott
AD 1992-11-16 (SD 46307.2) Data observes self-guided tools used at a mining station display signs of sentience, and fights for their preservation, even risking Picard's life on the
[tng6x01]

ground that it is unacceptable to kill one sentient being to save another. Exocomps; Data,
Doctor Farallon.
[tng6x10] Chain of Command, Part I by Frank Abatemarco
AD 1992-12-14 (SD 46357.4) The hard-nosed Captain Edward Jellico is assigned command of the Enterprise, while Picard is sent on a covert mission into Cardassian territory.
Cardassian; Beverly, Edward Jellico, Picard, Riker, Worf.
[tng6x11] Chain of Command, Part II by Frank Abatemarco
AD 1992-12-21 (SD 46360.8) Picard, having been captured on a covert mission into Cardassian territory, is tortured by a sadistic interrogator. Cardassian; Edward Jelllico, Gul
Madred, Picard.
[tng6x12] Ship in a Bottle by René Echevarria
AD 1993-01-25 (SD 46424.1) Barclay accidentally awakens Professor Moriarty on the
holodeck, who uses the powers at his disposal to coerce the Enterprise crew into finding
a way to allow him to leave the holodeck once and for all. Prof. Moriarty; Data, Picard,
Professor Moriarty.
[tng6x13] Aquiel by Jeri Taylor
AD 1993-02-01 (SD 46461.3) Geordi becomes infatuated with an alien Starfleet officer who
is suspected of murdering her colleague while stationed at a far-flung communication relay
station. Coalescent Organism, Haliian, Klingon; Aquiel Uhnari, Geordi.
[tng6x14] Face of the Enemy by René Echevarria
AD 1993-02-08 (SD 46519.1) Troi is abducted and compelled to pose as a much feared
Romulan intelligence officer in order to assist in the transport of Romulan defectors across
the Neutral Zone. Romulan; Commander Toreth, Stefan DeSeve, Troi.
[tng6x15] Tapestry by Ronald D. Moore
AD 1993-02-15 (SD Unknown) After Picard dies in the line of duty, he is surprised to be
greeted in the afterlife by Q, who presents him with the opportunity to travel back in time to
his days as a cadet, where he can reconsider past choices. Nausicaan; Picard, Q.
[tng6x16] Birthright, Part I by Brannon Braga
AD 1993-02-22 (SD 46578.4) Worf is told on Deep Space Nine that his father is alive, and
being held by the Romulans at a secret prison camp. Meanwhile an engineering experiment
accidentally results in Data's first dream. Klingon, Romulan; Data, Worf.
[tng6x17] Birthright, Part II by René Echevarria
AD 1993-03-01 (SD 46579.2) When Worf is captured and taken to a Romulan operated
Klingon refugee camp, he tries to teach the refugees the ways of the warrior. Klingon, Romulan; Ba'el, Worf.
[tng6x18] Starship Mine by Morgan Gendel
AD 1993-03-29 (SD 46682.4) Thieves attempt to steal trilithium from the Enterprise during
a Baryon sweep at the Remmler Array, and Picard alone must thwart them. Kelsey, Picard.
[tng6x19] Lessons by Ron Wilkerson and Jean Louise Matthias
AD 1993-04-05 (SD 46693.1) Picard becomes involved with a woman who is serving aboard
the Enterprise, but a conflict of duty ensues when he must choose whether to send her on a
dangerous mission. Nella Daren, Picard.
[tng6x20] The Chase by Ronald D. Moore and Joe Menosky
AD 1993-04-26 (SD 46731.5) Picard tries to solve an ancient genetic mystery uncovered by
his archaeological mentor, Richard Galen, but soon finds that the Klingons, Romulans, and
Cardassians are already hot on the trail. Cardassian, Klingon, Primordial Humanoid,
Romulan, Vulcan; Picard, Richard Galen.
[tng6x21] Frame of Mind by Brannon Braga
AD 1993-05-03 (SD 46778.1) Riker finds himself a prisoner in an alien mental institution,
which resembles scenes from Beverly's new stage play. Tilonian; Riker, Suna.
[tng6x22] Suspicions by Joe Menosky and Naren Shankar
AD 1993-05-10 (SD 46830.1) Beverly risks her career to solve the murder of Ferengi scientist Dr. Reyga and vindicate his research in a technology that allows spaceships to fly
within stellar coronas. Ferengi, Klingon, Takaran, Vulcan; Beverly, Dr. Reyga.
[tng6x23] Rightful Heir by James E. Brooks
AD 1993-05-17 (SD 46852.2) Worf experiences a crisis of faith, and travels to a Klingon
holy site where the mythic figure Kahless returns to lead the Klingon people. Klingon; Kahless, Worf.
[tng6x24] Second Chances by Michael Medlock
AD 1993-05-24 (SD 46915.2) Riker encounters a duplicate of himself stranded on a planet
that was created by a transporter malfunction when he beamed up from the world eight
years prior. Riker, Thomas Riker, Troi.
[tng6x25] Timescape by Brannon Braga
AD 1993-06-14 (SD 46944.2) After attending an academic conference, Picard, Data, Troi,
and Geordi rendezvous with the Enterprise only to find the vessel frozen in time and apparently on the brink of destruction by a Romulan ship. Devidian, Quantum Singularity
Lifeform, Romulan; Data, Geordi, Picard, Troi.
[tng6x26] Descent by Jeri Taylor
AD 1993-06-21 (SD 46982.1) The Enterprise crew encounter a group of Borg acting individually, and Data briefly experiences emotions. Professor Stephen Hawking makes a guest
appearance playing poker on the holodeck with Data. Borg, Soong Type Android; Data,
Picard.
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[tng7x01] Descent, Part II by René Echevarria
AD 1993-09-20 (SD 47025.4) The Enterprise crew must stop Lore, who leads a ragtag band
of Borg drones on a mission to kill all humanoids; even Data falls under his control by being
fed negative emotions. Borg; Beverly, Data, Geordi, Lore, Picard.
[tng7x02] Liaisons by Roger Eschbacher and Jaq Greenspon
AD 1993-09-27 (SD Unknown) Worf and Troi reluctantly play host to a pair of alien dignitaries aboard the Enterprise. Meanwhile Picard, who is traveling with a third dignitary in
a shuttlecraft, crash-lands on an inhospitable planet where he is rescued by what appears
to be a very lonely human female. Iyaaran; Anna, Byleth, Loquel, Picard, Troi, Worf.
[tng7x03] Interface by Joe Menosky
AD 1993-10-04 (SD 47215.5) Geordi is astonished to find what he believes to be his mother
in a wrecked ship deep inside a gas giant. Subspace Beings of Marijne VII; Geordi.
[tng7x04] Gambit, Part I by Christopher Hatton and Naren Shankar
AD 1993-10-11 (SD 47135.2) The Enterprise crew investigate the apparent murder of Picard during an archaeological adventure. Riker is kidnapped by mercenaries and to his
great surprise finds Picard working as part of their crew. Romulan, Yridian; Baran, Picard, Riker.
[tng7x05] Gambit, Part II by Naren Shankar

AD 1993-10-18 (SD 47160.1) Picard and Riker help mercenaries collect archaeological
artifacts to prevent an ancient Vulcan weapon falling into the wrong hands. Romulan, Vulcan; Baran, Picard, Riker, Tallera.
[tng7x06] Phantasms by Brannon Braga
AD 1993-10-25 (SD 47225.7) Data experiences surreal nightmares when interphasic parasites contaminating the warp core cause his dream program to malfunction. Interphasic
Parasites; Data.
[tng7x07] Dark Page by Hilary J. Bader
AD 1993-11-01 (SD 47254.1) When Lwaxana Troi's efforts to teach spoken language to a
group of telepathic aliens leads to a psychic breakdown that ultimately puts her in a coma,
Troi must work to save her life. Betazoid, Cairn; Lwaxana Troi, Maques, Troi.
[tng7x08] Attached by Nicholas Sagan
AD 1993-11-08 (SD 47304.2) Reclusive aliens imprison Picard and Beverly on charges of
espionage, and experimental implants linking their minds telepathically cause them to face
their latent feelings for each other. Kesprytt; Beverly, Picard.
[tng7x09] Force of Nature by Naren Shankar
AD 1993-11-15 (SD 47310.2) When the Enterprise crew search for a missing ship in the
Hekaras Corridor, a pair of activist scientists show that warp drives are harming the fabric
of space. Ferengi, Hekaran; Data, Geordi, Rabal, Serova.
[tng7x10] Inheritance by Dan Koeppel
AD 1993-11-22 (SD 47410.2) Data encounters a woman claiming to be his mother, but the
widow of Dr. Noonian Soong is more closely related to Data than even she realizes. Data,
Juliana Tainer.
[tng7x11] Parallels by Brannon Braga
AD 1993-11-29 (SD 47391.2) After returning from a bat'leth tournament, Worf finds himself
shifting from one alternate reality to another, each one more removed from his true reality
than the last. Worf.
[tng7x12] The Pegasus by Ronald D. Moore
AD 1994-01-10 (SD 47457.1) Riker's former Captain boards the Enterprise to retrieve the
USS Pegasus, while Picard investigates the circumstances of its loss and finds that there has
been a cover-up. Romulan; Erik Pressman, Picard, Riker.
[tng7x13] Homeward by Spike Steingasser Based on material by William N. Stape
AD 1994-01-17 (SD 47423.9) Worf's human foster brother violates the Prime Directive to
save a doomed primitive race. Boraalan; Nikolai, Worf.
[tng7x14] Sub Rosa by Jeri Taylor Based on material by Jeanna F. Gallo
AD 1994-01-31 (SD Unknown) After Beverly attends her grandmother's funeral a ghostlike entity that has inhabited women in her family for generations sets its sights on her.
Anaphasic Being of Sub Rosa; Beverly, Ronin.
[tng7x15] Lower Decks by Ron Wilkerson and Jean Louise Matthias
AD 1994-02-07 (SD 47566.7) Junior officers buck for promotion as one of them is assigned
the dangerous task of helping a Cardassian spy. Bajoran, Cardassian, Vulcan; Riker, Sam
Lavelle, Sito Jaxa.
[tng7x16] Thine Own Self by Christopher Hatton
AD 1994-02-14 (SD 47611.2) Data loses his memory after retrieving radioactive fragments
on a planet's surface and endangers the medieval humanoid settlement he encounters, while
Troi studies to become a bridge officer. Barkonian; Data, Troi.
[tng7x17] Masks by Joe Menosky
AD 1994-02-21 (SD 47615.2) The Enterprise crew finds an ancient library that recreates
its civilization by taking possession of Data and transforming the ship. D'Arsay; Data,
Picard.
[tng7x18] Eye of the Beholder by Brannon Braga
AD 1994-02-28 (SD 47622.1) Troi investigates the suicide of a crewman and uncovers a
murder that took place during construction of the Enterprise. Napean, Nara's Species;
Troi, Worf.
[tng7x19] Genesis by Brannon Braga
AD 1994-03-21 (SD 47653.2) A routine medical treatment inadvertently creates a virus that
begins to de-evolve the Enterprise crew while Picard and Data are on an away mission.
Barclay, Data, Picard.
[tng7x20] Journey's End by Shawn Piller and Antonia Napoli
AD 1994-03-28 (SD 47751.2) Wesley considers his future, as the Enterprise is ordered to
remove Native American colonists from a planet that is about to fall under Cardassian jurisdiction. Cardassian, The Traveler's Species; Anthwara, Picard, The Traveler, Wesley.
[tng7x21] Firstborn by Mark Kalbfeld
AD 1994-04-25 (SD 47779.4) Worf and a mysterious family friend attempt to convince
Alexander to embrace his warrior heritage. Klingon; Alexander, Worf.
[tng7x22] Bloodlines by Nicholas Sagan
AD 1994-05-02 (SD 47829.1) Daimon Bok returns to exact revenge on Picard, by trying to
kill the son Picard never knew he had. Ferengi; Daimon Bok, Jason Vigo, Picard.
[tng7x23] Emergence by Brannon Braga
AD 1994-05-09 (SD 47869.2) The Enterprise becomes an emergent intelligence. Keystone
City Emergent Lifeform; Data, Picard.
[tng7x24] Preemptive Strike by Naren Shankar
AD 1994-05-16 (SD 47941.7) Lieutenant Ro graduates from advanced tactical training,
and is sent by Picard to lure Maquis terrorists into a trap. Bajoran, Cardassian; Macius,
Picard, Ro Laren.
[tng7x25] All Good Things... by Ronald D. Moore and Brannon Braga
AD 1994-05-23 (SD 47988.1) Picard finds himself being transported between three time
periods thanks to Q, with a spacetime distortion that threatens to destroy reality growing
larger in the past, and smaller in the future. Picard, Q.
[tng7x26] All Good Things... by Ronald D. Moore and Brannon Braga
AD 1994-05-23 (SD 47988.1) Picard finds himself being transported between three time
periods thanks to Q, with a spacetime distortion that threatens to destroy reality growing
larger in the past, and smaller in the future. The Q;

